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What is gloCOM Meeting?
gloCOM Meeting is one of our most recent products aimed to act as a module of gloCOM, 
helping take video conferencing and team collaboration to a whole new level.

It brings a suite of tools to gloCOM that enable easy and effortless meeting setup and 
moderation without forcing you to use third-party apps to access the same functionalities.

It integrates with gloCOM incredibly well and interconnects its features to their mutual benefit 
and the benefit of their end-users.
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Essential Unified Communications Features & Benefits

             VIDEO CONFERENCING 

The main feature of gloCOM Meeting is the option of starting direct meetings with anyone 
without having to tab to a different application and instead remaining in a familiar framework.

This, when paired with gloCOM’s existing communication features, be it user presence or 
the notification system makes collaborations that much easier to manage and makes them 
more fruitful for overall business growth.

             SCREENSHARE

On top of the added human touch that video 
conferences bring to the table over just 
exchanging messages or audio, you have 
the ability to share your screen too.

This is extremely beneficial when organizing 
presentations, helping presenters and 
meeting organizers alike to relay information 
in a more efficient manner.

If the presenter needs their hands free while 
presenting or to keep their focus on their 
presentation itself, they even have the option 
to hand over remote control of their keyboard 
and mouse to a meeting co-organizer to 
manage what is shared on the screen and 
the presentation’s speed.

 



             MEETING INTERACTIONS

Meeting Chat

Chat between other participants throughout the meeting using the meeting chat. A good 
alternative to speaking in case you want to share a link or add any extra information without 
disrupting the flow of the ongoing meeting.

In-meeting Reactions

Utilize in-meeting reactions in case you want to express your feelings about a potential 
announcement in a flashier and more visual way rather than through text.

Raise Hand

If you want to ask a question without barging into an ongoing conversation topic, you can 
signify that you have a question or a comment by using the “Raise hand” feature found on 
the meeting window.
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             MEETING AND PARTICIPANT MANAGEMENT

Schedule meetings and manage them with ease with our extensive suite of management 
tools. Create a meeting with a few simple button clicks and even assign co-organizers who 
can both manage an ongoing meeting or take over as organizers in case the head organizer 
is unable to make it. Co-organizers will have the same capabilities as the head organizer 
and can help both start and edit scheduled meetings, moderate meetings in progress, as 
well as end them.

           PUBLIC MEETINGS

Meetings created through gloCOM Meeting aren’t limited to gloCOM users alone. You can 
invite anyone through a simple invite link. It’ll open up their browser and join them directly 
into your created meeting when it starts, allowing you to have a shared line of communication 
with potential business partners or other third parties.

             RECORDING MEETINGS

Record important meetings to save potentially important information. In case you want to 
review a meeting later or save it due to potential information that could be re-used in future 
employee onboarding (or for any other reason), you can save just the audio, both audio and 
video from your meetings or the meeting’s chat history.
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             A MULTIPLATFORM MODULE

The gloCOM Meeting module isn’t limited to desktops alone. It’s available for both web and 
mobile clients (Android & iOS), allowing you to participate in company meetings as long as 

you have access to a stable internet connection.
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24/7 Expert Support at Your Fingertips

Rest assured with round-the-clock support. Our highly trained experts are always available 
to address any system-related issues or questions that you may have, ensuring seamless 
operations and peace of mind.
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